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It is said that, in industries with latent factors that could cause accidents to consumers, peace of mind must be provided in 
addition to safety.  This thus applies in railway business, and railway services will not be purchased (used) without winning 
the peace of mind of passengers.  However, with modern railway business, we have to keep in mind that peace of mind is 
not something provided directly through safety. 

We can define in simple terms safety as being the absence of accidents and accidents as being occurrences that cause injury 
to people or damage to property.  In this context, passengers today at least probably do not think, “I will use this company’s 
trains because they don’t get in accidents” or “I will purchase the services of this company because I won’t face an accident 
on my way to my destination”. 

Peace of mind is said to be a different concept than trust.  We use the word trust when accepting that there is risk of an 
accident happening but the possibility of an accident actually happening is very low due to proper management.  Peace 
of mind is said to be a situation where we do not need to even think that we may be harmed by the risk being actualized.  
Thankfully, passengers do not need to think much that they may face an accident when using railways today.  In other words, 
safety standards of Japan’s railways have become quite high. 

When we ask if passengers really use railways with peace of mind, the answer is probably that they do not.  What they 
probably really want is for transport to be stable.  Stability of transport is, in short, that trains run according to schedule.  It 
would in some ways be unfortunate if passengers use trains on a day-to-day basis with safety in mind.  We have to keep in 
mind that they use railways with expectations for stable transport, which is the primary service of railways.

When stability is interrupted, accidents happen outside of the railway company.  Personally, I once experienced a major 
delay on a conventional line limited express train due to signal troubles.  As a result, I had to cancel the business I had 
scheduled for that day, which meant I suffered financial damages.  While I, as a passenger, was safe of course in the sense that 
I suffered no bodily harm, I suffered an accident in that I was not able to accomplish my business.  If such incidents happen 
repeatedly, passengers will not be able to use railways with peace of mind.  In other words, we probably have to recognize 
that it is not sufficient just for railway operators to be safe within the scope of railway business. 

So, the reason stability is disrupted is because an accident occurred.  In other words, an unsafe situation was created.  Ultimately, 
peace of mind is brought about by stability, and we can probably view safety a means by which that stability is achieved.  In that 
sense, safety in modern railway business needs to be perceived in the three levels of safety, stability, and peace of mind.
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Passengers demand stable transport from railways.  Safety is the means by which that stable transport is realized.  And passengers' 
peace of mind is brought about by the realization of safety and stability.  Safety, however, is threatened by hazards.  Therefore, 
safety management is necessary for foreseeing hazards and taking countermeasures against the foreseen hazards.  Safety 
management will enable the realization of robust and resilient organizations.  Efforts for that management are thus demanded 
from railway companies.
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On Safety, Transport Stability and 
Passengers' Peace of Mind

1. Safety in Railway Business
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2. That Which Jeopardizes Safety

2.1 Hazards 
Accidents occur due to specific causes.  Those causes—elements that impede safety—are called hazards.  There are probably 
five hazards that impede safety of railways.
Social hazards:  These are elements that impede safety by “attacking” from externally.  They include pranks where rocks are 

placed on the tracks, people forcing their way onto level crossings even though the barrier is down, less-than-
proper passenger conduct of rushing for departing trains, arson, and terrorism. 

Natural hazards:  Weather incidents such as wind gusts and tornados, torrential rain, and heavy snowfall as well as earthquakes 
are natural hazards.  It is common knowledge that weather patterns have been disrupted in recent years, 
and we need to think carefully about whether measures for weather incidents up to now can still be used.  
Moreover, global warming has resulted in infectious diseases, small animals, and the like moving northward.  
This has resulted in new issues of accidents caused by small animals getting into electrical circuits and 
causing shorts and front-line employees such as train crews and dispatchers becoming infected by diseases.

Planning hazards:  Equipment and facilities are built under the assumption of a certain volume of processing.  For example, 
station facilities and number of train runs are planned based on the number of users per day.  But as 
times change and demand exceeding initially assumed volume of processing is generated, that becomes 
an element impeding safety. 

Technical hazards:  These are technical problems such as with devices, equipment, and facilities.  Hazards include failures due 
to deterioration, early failures, and unknown phenomena that lie in new technologies. 

Human hazards: This includes so-called human error, violations, and work slowdowns.

These hazards vary in terms of frequency and scope, but “what will happen to what extent” cannot be deterministically 
identified in advance.  It is also important to view the hazards over time.  For example, hazards that have not occurred before 
may happen with the major changes ongoing such as the rough weather that has been occurring more in recent years and 
the decline in Japan’s population.

Just as hazards are not uniform over time, the occurrence of hazards is also not uniform spatially.  They have regional 
characteristics according to line section, operations area, and the like.  Weather is an easy-to-understand example.  Heavy 
snowfall has to be taken into consideration in Hokkaido in the north, but the possibility of that occurring in Okinawa to 
the south is very low.  Putting it the other way aloud, we can also say that even though a hazard has not occurred in certain 
locations, that does not mean is will not occur in other locations.

 
2.2 Necessity of Safety Management 
If we are to think of safety, we must not stand idle about hazards. Autonomous management entailing anticipation of hazards 
distributed spatially and temporally and preparation for those in normal times is demanded of operators.  This is safety 
management.  Specifically, railway business is used by a very large number of passengers and stable transport is demanded, 
so after-the-fact response to accidents that happen is not sufficient.  Railways need to be managed to keep accidents from 
happening and managed in a manner that response to accidents is taken into consideration on the chance that they do occur.  
In that sense, emphasis is placed on prevention (proactive safety activities) in safety management.  Unforeseen accidents are 
failures in prevention where supposition of accidents was not sufficiently performed.

In safety management, the PDCA cycle below is implemented. 
Plan:  Anticipate what could happen, and create a plan to respond to that.  In order to anticipate, we must go beyond 

just identify hazards that happened in the past (delay information).  The most recent hazard situation (progression 
information) and future hazard situation (advance information) too must be identified. 

Do:  Monitor occurrence of hazards and detect indications of their occurrence at an early stage.  If occurrence of a hazard is 
detected, respond to it promptly. 

Check:  After responding, reflect on whether or not there were any incomplete areas in planning and doing.
Act:  Follow up on any incomplete areas.  Also, learn knowledge gained in planning, doing, and checking, and make that 

impetus for the next Plan, Do, Check cycle and the safety management system itself.
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Authority on human factors Erik Hollnagel1) states that an organization with these abilities to anticipate, monitor, respond, 
and learn has resilience against hazards.  Resilience is the ability held by organizations or individuals responding to various 
situational changes that prevent them from accomplishing their goals.  Specifically, it includes ability to counter or adapt to 
hazards and ability to recover when stability is disrupted by hazards.  In other words, an organization can have resilience by 
making safety management function, and as a result, it can likely achieve safety and stability.   

2.3 Response to Hazards
In hazard management, hazard response (risk management) that fits the type of hazard anticipated is needed.  First of all, the 
hazard itself needs to be worked on.  If there is no hazard, there will be no accident. 
· Removing hazards: Tasks such as eliminating human errors
· Managing hazards: Tasks such as appropriately guiding large volumes of passengers

However, it is often difficult to remove or manage hazards that exist outside the operator, such as social hazards and 
natural hazards.  Therefore, “strength” against those hazards needs to be built.  This entails measures such as building robust 
facilities that can withstand rough weather.  However, “strength” against hazards cannot be assured by robustness alone.  
Assuring by resilience must also be considered.  Resilience against abnormal events in particular is demanded. 

There is an economic term called “black swan”2), which means an event that is almost impossible to predict by probability 
theory coming from historical knowledge and that would result in major damage if it occurs.  Accidents from such hazards 
are “unanticipated”, but that does not mean that they should be seen as being inevitable.  “Strength” in this case can probably 
be said to be ability to recover that minimizes damage and restores to stability.  In order to achieve that, preparations are 
probably made in advance, but not by unreasonably creating scenarios that anticipate hazards that cannot be anticipated.  
Those preparations are done by first deciding events that would be a problem to an operator if they occur.  Then, one thinks 
of in what scenarios they could happen if they do occur and what to do if situations the occurrence of which would be 
problematic occur even if hazards that cause them are not identified.

3. Human Factors and Safety

3.1 Role of Human Factors
The subject of railway operators cannot be discussed without taking into consideration the people who work on the front 
lines at those operators.  I would thus like to delve into those human factors.  I believe there are three standpoints as shown 
in A to C below, with those being responding to safety, stability, and peace of mind in that order.
A. Presence of people as hazards
This is presence as people causing human errors—human hazards—such as improperly handling man-made items such 
as equipment.  Prescribed tasks need to be done or allowed to be done in the prescribed manner.  Doing things that are 
not prescribed is always considered a failure, and doing only things that are prescribed is best.  In other words, activities to 
eliminate errors must be done.
B. People as a means to counter hazards
This is people in the position to, when hazards incorporating human errors occur, take on the situation with resourcefulness 
and use their wits to stabilize and calm the situation.  In other words, this is people who have a role of achieving resilience.  
Even if that resilience falls through, it is not an error, rather a failure that occurred despite efforts.  The reason for that is that 
things that should be done in a manner cannot be defined in advance like with handling equipment.  And even if something 
ends up not being a failure, there may have been a better way to do it.  For example, on reflection, there may have been a 
better way to guide passengers in a confused situation, even if everything went OK.  From that perspective, there are no 
limits to a successful situation.  So, the issue is how to best improve the resilience capability of individuals. *
C. People in a position to promote peace of mind
This is people who, in order to have customers trust the operator and purchase services with peace of mind, convey to 
customers about measures for safety and stability.  The status of achieving safety and stability needs to be explained with 
objective data by safety management to gain acceptance, not simply explained sketchily.  Safety reports are positioned as a 
tool for that.

* E.Hollnagel3) calls response to the aforementioned presence of people as hazards “Safety-I” and expectations toward people 
in a position to act with resilience “Safety-II”
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3.2 Future Human Factor Issues 
Fig. 1 shows population statistics for Japan (National Institute of Population and Social Security Research materials)

The working-age population is rapidly decreasing with the declining birthrate, and it is not expected to increase in the 
future.  Thus, in all sorts of businesses, it will probably become difficult to hire ample highly skilled human resources.  This 
could be called a social hazard.  Measures that companies can take against that include the following:
·  Employ the elderly by means such as delaying the age of retirement.  
·  Make better use of female employees who up to now had mainly worked in back office positions.
·  Broadly employ new human resources with specialties and literacy not previously employed by the company.
· Explore possibly of relying more on foreign labor.
·  Broaden the rate of tasks handled by one person, raise work density, and increase the range of work done by one person.

On the other hand, these measures could possibly bring about new human hazards.  If foreign labor is relied on, there 
are concerns about miscommunication due to language issues.  For that reason, we will need to consider measures to 
avoid such human hazards.

Another measure that there is expectation for is system utilization using technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), 
Internet of Things (IoT), and information technology (IT).  In this case, whether they are error-correcting systems or 
action-supporting systems needs to be differentiated.  How humans and technologies should be combined will probably 
need to be carefully considered. 

4. Conclusion

The railway sector has put much effort into research and development of safety technologies, both physical and applicational.  
Safety today can probably be called the result of the efforts of those who came before us.  Technical research to further 
explore solutions for safety will be needed into the future as well.  However, it is stability that is demanded from railway 
operators, with safety being a means of achieving that stability.  Operators must have a good understanding of that fact, and 
an appropriate overall view needs to be held as to what hazards safety technology researched and developed is for.  In other 
words, understanding of safety must not be localized or trivialized.

Moreover, there are issues of how to explain railway business safety and stability and how to gain peace of mind in 
passengers and society in general.  That is nothing less than explaining the actual situation of managing safety, in other words, 
actively anticipating hazards and autonomously conducting measures that fit those hazards.  And I hold high expectations 
for railway operators to make their safety management function properly as a good example for other modes of transport.
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Fig. 1  Population Change by Three Age Classifications
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